‘LEARN’ words when SHOPPING
Label

- Name it
Name basic ‘things’
(whilst picking them)

Apple, Carrot, Ham,
Bread, Crackers,
Cake, Butter, Tea,
Orange juice

Say what you’re
‘doing’
(whilst doing it)
Picking, Weighing
Paying, Packing …

Explore

- Talk about it
What we do with it
Eat it, Drink it, spread
it, bake it…
The type of thing it is
Sort items into
groups as you put
them in the trolley
and give each group a
name: Meat, fruit,
vegetable, pudding…

What it looks like
Colour: pink ham
Shape: round apple

Feel like?
Soft, Smooth, Bumpy
Ask your child to do
these things and
comment on what
they are doing, e.g.
‘you are weighing the
apples’

Taste and smell
like?

Fruity, Sweet, Fresh

Appreciate

- Enjoy words
Play word games:
- “I went to the
shops & I bought
… an apple,
bread & a cake…”
- “I spy with my
little eye,
something that
we spread on
bread…”
- What am I?
game: “I’m a
fruit, I’m long,
I’m yellow…’

Praise your child’s
use of new words
“ Wow, that was a
brilliant word –
fresh. Well done”

Repeat

- Say it lots!
Use the same word
many times to help
your child to
remember it.
Use the word in
sentences using
repetition, e.g:
“I like ham”
“Daddy likes ham”
“Sarah likes ham
“You don’t like ham”

Read books about
food together
(many times)

When they know the
story well, ask them
to re-tell the story

New

- Add new words
Add brand new
words

Chicken, Fish, Pears,
Kiwis, Fairy cakes,
Brownies, Pitta,
Muffins, Coffee

And/Or:
Use words that
mean the same/
the opposite of a
word they know,
e.g:
- if they know
‘smooth’, then
use the word
‘bumpy’
- If they know
‘fresh’, then use
the word ‘rotten’

